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Abstract One problem in many ﬁelds is knowledge discovery in heterogeneous,
high-dimensional data. As an example, in text mining an analyst often wishes to
identify meaningful, implicit, and previously unknown information inan unstructured
corpus. Lack of metadata and the complexities of document space make this task
difﬁcult. We describe Iterative Denoising, a methodology for knowledge discovery in
large heterogeneous datasets that allows a user to visualize and to discover potentially
meaningful relationships and structures. In addition, we demonstrate the features of
this methodology in the analysis of a heterogeneous Science News corpus.
Keywords Knowledge discovery · Text mining · Classiﬁcation · Clustering
1 Introduction
A user who wants to understand a large, heterogeneous, and high-dimensional set of
data and ﬁnd interesting information and relationships in that data needs a sufﬁciently
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ﬂexible and powerful computational framework in hand to facilitate data processing
and knowledge discovery. For example, imagine that a user has been presented a large
collection of text documents and wants to examine and understand those documents
from an analytical perspective. The user might have an information retrieval task in
mind, where it is desired to ﬁnd a set of documents relevant to a speciﬁc query. Or the
user might wish to understand relationships between multiple documents. The user
mightalsowishtoidentifythetopicofdiscussioninacollectionofemails,ortocluster
themaccordingtorelevantcriteria.However,increasingly,theusermustanalyzelarge,
complex, unstructured datasets, meaning that the dataset may not include class labels
for the documents, the number of documents to be analyzed is large, and there may
be local (as opposed to global) structures that characterize some of the data. So the
user’staskistoexplorethedata,extractmeaningful,implicit,andpreviouslyunknown
information from a large unstructured corpus.
From this scenario we can identify several relevant issues and needs. First, if we
consider a word or phrase in one document as one dimension, then the dimensionality
ofthesearchspace,fromaperformanceperspective,wouldbeprohibitivelyexpensive
anddifﬁcultforoperationsonacorpusevenontheorderoftens-of-thousandsofdocu-
ments and tens-of-thousands of words per document. The computational performance
of processing such high dimensional data can be limiting. Moreover, visualizing and
comprehending high dimensional spaces can be difﬁcult for the user, who typically
understands data best in two or three dimensions. Second, in large, complicated data-
sets, an important ﬁnding for the user might be relationships found in local structures,
where features of the data may have differing relationships in different parts of the
data. Third, the lack of existing class labels limits the ability of a user to analyze the
corpus without ﬁrst applying some structure to the data.
This paper presents a general methodological instantiation of a general machine
learning decomposition framework, described in, e.g., Schalkoff (1991). In particular,
our methodology, called Iterative Denoising, is designed for knowledge discovery in
large heterogeneous datasets to tease out local structures and relationships of possible
interest, display useful information to the user, and address scaleability and high-
dimensionality concerns, as in Giles (2006).
2 Methodology
Based on the principle of integrated sensing and processing (Priebe et al. 2004a),t h e
basic philosophy of our methodology is that, starting with a heterogeneous dataset C,
based on the selection of appropriate features we denoise C into {C1,...,CJ}, where
each Cj is meant to be more homogeneous than C (Priebe et al. 2004b). We note that
in order to highlight certain types of multivariate structure in the data, the features
in C are transformed and/or represented in a lower-dimensional space before they are
partitioned, and so we mean “denoising” to be a bit more than just the “clustering”
of typical machine learning approaches. We also note that this lower-dimensional
representation is important for user visualization and interaction. The denoising of
eachCj continuesrecursivelyuntilthecollectionishomogeneousenoughforinference
to proceed. The resulting clusters are organized into a hierarchical, divisive tree.
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Fig. 1 Iterative Denoising
ﬂowchart
(a) Complete Flowchart (b) Denoising Detail
Wepresent ahigh-level versionofourmethodology inFig. 1a.The ﬁrstcomponent
in the ﬁgure is Extract Summary Metrics. We are initially given a dataset
C ={ C1,...,Cn} consisting of n elements, where n is large. These elements, which
maycomefromadatabaseorstream,aretheobservationsofinterest—theycanbetext
documents, images, web pages, computer network ﬂows, etc. In this step we extract
out useful (essential) summary metrics   for each document that we can refer to
throughout future processing:
  ={  1,...,  n}=essentials(C).
The exact form of the metrics is data-dependent, but one example of summary metrics
is word counts for words in a document.
Next,oncewehavesummarizedthenode’sdata,wewanttoExtract Features
from the data—we use these features to measure the similarity or dissimilarity of ob-
jects in the node. Note that the features are dependent on the data in a particular node.
For this reason, we call this function cdfe,f o rcorpus-dependent feature extraction.
Let f  be the set of features in the current collection of metrics  , then compute:
X  = cdfe( ),
where X  is a | |×|f | matrix. Note that both the features and the number of
features depend on the collection of documents in the current node represented by  .
For example, for text documents the features might be a mutual information measure
based on associations of occurrences of Ngrams among documents in the corpus, as
in Lin and Pantel (2002), or they may be simple word-frequency counts.
Next,wewanttoDenoisethecurrentnode.Usingthedesiredfeatureswepartition
the X  after it has been represented in a lower-dimensional space, to highlight certain
typesofmultivariatestructure.Asmentionedabove,weendupwithanumberofchild
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partitions or cells (γ of them) that are more homogeneous than the parent node. This
denoising process is expanded in detail in the next section.
An important attribute of our methodology is that users may want to Interact
with the resulting visualized representations. We are not only providing to the users
lower-dimensional-space representations to highlight (possibly) desired structures in
the data, but we are also allowing the user to interact with the data. For example, the
user may wish to change the displayed geometry relationships between objects, say
to reﬂect some metadata intelligence the user has received that is not reﬂected in the
original data (see Priebe et al. 2004b). But through interaction, the user dynamically
affects the growth of the tree.
For each resulting child node, which represents data from the previously discussed
denoising and user interaction steps, we recursively start over from the Extract
Features component. It is necessary to extract new features for each node because
theobjectsinthechildnodeareasubsetoftheobjectsthatwereintheparentnode,and
thusthefeaturemetricsneedtoberecomputedtoreﬂectthechangednodemembership.
The ﬂow continues, recursively denoising and growing the tree, until some stopping
criteria has been met for a particular node (such as reaching the node’s minimum
number of objects) or for the tree itself (such as reaching the maximum desired level
of the denoising tree). Because our methods are intended for interactive use with
large data sets, and because our methods proceed by recursively denoising previously
identiﬁed subsets of data, we call our methodology Iterative Denoising.
2.1 Denoising
Given a node and its corresponding feature matrix, X , we seek to partition the
objects in the node into two or more subsets of objects of greater homogeneity than
theentirenode.Thisisessentiallytheproblemofclustering,i.e.,ofidentifyingsubsets
of objects that exhibit “internal cohesion” and “external isolation” (Cormack 1971).
The fundamental challenge of Denoising is to identify and/or develop clustering
methodologies that scale well to large data sets and that facilitate user interaction, a
limitation of most clustering algorithms.
Note that one cannot claim that subsets of a node are more homogeneous than the
node itself unless one has some way of measuring which pairs of objects are nearby
and which pairs of objects are far apart. Every clustering methodology necessarily
relies on some measure of pairwise proximity; hence, the ﬁrst step of Denoising is
to Compute Proximities.
Assuming that our proximities are symmetric, then the introduction of proximities
allows us to represent the objects in the current node as an edge-weighted undirected
graph G. Each vertex in the graph corresponds to an object; the edge weights are the
pairwiseproximities.Thisrepresentationofthedatatransformstheclusteringproblem
into a graph partitioning problem.
Given a threshold on the proximities we construct G  to be the unweighted graph
with edges corresponding to those of G with weight less than the threshold. Then,
a natural way to partition G  into a speciﬁed number of subgraphs is to choose the
partition so as to balance the number of vertices in each subgraph and to minimize
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the number of edges between subgraphs. Unfortunately, this problem is NP-complete
(Garey et al. 1974).
A number of heuristic and approximate approaches to graph partitioning have been
suggested. For example, Kernighan and Lin (1970) proposed an exchange algorithm
that swaps pairs of nodes between clusters. Similar approaches are summarized in
AlpertandKahng(1995),butnoneofthesealgorithmsscalewelltolargedatasets.One
way of addressing scalability is through recursive partitioning, in precisely the same
spiritasIterativeDenoising.Inmultilevelapproachestographpartitioning,theoriginal
graph is approximated by a sequence of increasingly smaller graphs. The smallest
graph is then partitioned and that partition is propagated back to the original graph
(Hendrickson and Leland 1995), as implemented by, for example, METIS (Karypis
and Kumar 1998).
A fundamental difﬁculty with traditional graph partitioning methods, however, is
thattheydonotrepresentthedatainwaysthatfacilitatevisualizationanduserinterac-
tion. To accommodate the abilities of most users, we attempt to represent the objects
as points in a low-dimensional Euclidean space, in such a way that proximate pairs
have small Euclidean distances. The construction of such representations is called
embedding, or (in psychometrics and statistics) multidimensional scaling. Thus, after
we Compute Proximities,w eEmbed.
Our desire to embed the data in a low-dimensional space means that we are not
simply embedding the data, but also reducing the dimensionality of the data. In fact,
the conceptually distinct steps of Compute Proximities and Embed can be
discernedinvariousmethodsfornonlineardimensionreduction,ormanifoldlearning,
such as in the popular Isomap (Tenenbaum et al. 2000) approach to manifold learning.
Though we formalize and generalize these common approaches by noting distinct
steps in the process, as discussed in further detail in the next section, the steps of
Denoising are summarized in Fig. 1b.
2.2 Compute proximities
The proximity of two objects is generally measured by computing similarities or
dissimilarities. Because most embedding algorithms approximate dissimilarities with
Euclidean distances, similarities are often transformed to dissimilarities prior to
embedding. The conventional transformation exploits a well-known connection bet-
ween squared Euclidean distances and Euclidean inner products (see, e.g., Critchley
1988).
Note that an appropriate measure of (dis)similarity is application-speciﬁc. Recall
that summary features, e.g., mutual information measures of association between
documents for speciﬁc Ngrams, have already been extracted. We compute proximities
as follows:
1. We conceive the | f | features of object i as a vector, yi ∈ R| f |.
2. For each pair of objects i and j, we compute
rij =
 yi, yj 
 yi   yj 
.
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Noticethat,werewetocenterthefeaturevectorsbeforeperformingthisoperation,
rij would be Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefﬁcient.
3. WeconstructaweightedundirectedgraphG withedgeweightsrij.Foreachvertex,
we desire the k nearest vertices, as measured by shortest path length, where k is
speciﬁed by the user. However, to reduce the computational complexity of ﬁnding
nearest vertices, we do not insist on ﬁnding the exact set of k nearest vertices;
instead, we settle for an approximation thereof.
4. We construct an unweighted undirected graph G  in which vertices i and j are
connectedbyanedgeifeithervertexi belongstothesetof(approximate)k nearest
neighbors of vertex j,o rv e r t e xj belongs to the set of (approximate) k nearest
neighbors of vertex i.
5. We construct the adjacency matrix, A =[ aij], of the unweighted graph G , i.e.,
aij = 1 if an edge connects vertices i and j, otherwise aij = 0. The adjacencies
are crude—but efﬁciently computed—pairwise similarities.
2.3 Embed
Roughlyspeaking,therearetwogeneralapproachestoembedding:approachesthatﬁt
distances and approaches that ﬁt inner products. The distance approach encompasses
bothextremelyfastheuristicmethodslikeFastMap(FaloutsosandLin1995)andmore
principled methods that require numerical optimization of an error criterion, e.g., the
majorizationalgorithmofdeLeeuw(1988)forminimizingtherawstresscriterion.The
lattertendtobeprohibitivelyexpensiveforlargedatasets,butseeTrossetandGroenen
(2005) for an algorithm that decreases the raw stress criterion with a computational
complexity of O(n).
The inner product approach encompasses classical multidimensional scaling
(CMDS) (Torgerson 1952; Gower 1966), as used in Isomap, as well as various other
techniques for constructing “eigenmaps,” e.g., Belkin and Niyogi (2003), Roweis and
Saul (2000), and Donoho and Grimes (2003). What these methods have in common
is the extraction of d eigenvectors from a symmetric, centered, matrix B of Eucli-
dean inner products. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix are then used to
construct a conﬁguration of points in Rd.
ToapplyCMDStoouradjacencymatrix, A,wemustﬁrstconvertsimilarities(adja-
cencies) to dissimilarities. As explained in Saerens et al. (2004), this is accomplished
implicitly by constructing a Laplacian eigenmap. The (implicit) dissimilarities are
average commute times between pairs of vertices, based on a Markov-chain model of
a random walk through the graph.
Deﬁne the diagonal matrix D =[ dij], dij = 0f o ri  = j,b y
dii =

k
aik,
the number of vertices to which vertex i is adjacent. The symmetric, positive semide-
ﬁnite matrix L = D − A is the Laplacian matrix of the unweighted graph G . Some
years ago, Fiedler (1973) argued that the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest
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positive eigenvalue of L facilitates clustering the vertices of G . This insight is the
inspiration for spectral clustering.
To construct the d-dimensional representation that we will call Fiedler space,l e t
0 <λ 1 ≤···≤λd denote the smallest nonzero eigenvalues and let v1,...,v d denote
the corresponding eigenvectors. The Cartesian coordinates of the points in Fiedler
space are then obtained as rows of the matrix
F =

v1 √
λ1
  
···
  

vd √
λd

.
Other scalings of the eigenvectors are also used, but dividing each eigenvector by the
squarerootofitseigenvaluecorrespondstoembeddingbyCMDSafterthetransforma-
tion to dissimilarity implicit in Saerens et al. (2004). The feature matrix, F, provides
Cartesian coordinates used to visualize and partition the objects in the current node of
the Iterative Denoising tree.
2.4 Partition
Finally,wemeasuredissimilarityinFiedlerspacebyEuclideandistance,thenusestan-
dard clustering methods to further partition the current node of the Iterative Denoising
tree. Our approach allows us to choose any of the myriad algorithms available for
clustering points in Euclidean space; see, for example, Everitt (1993), Gordon (1999),
and Mirkin (2005) for surveys of various approaches.
To date, our development of Iterative Denoising has relied on k-means clustering.
In this approach to clustering, the user speciﬁes γ = k, the number of subsets in a
partition of x1,...,xN ∈ Rd. Algorithms for k-means clustering then attempt to ﬁnd
a partition, {C1,...,Ck}, that minimizes the squared error criterion
W (C1,...,Ck) =
k 
i=1

x j∈Ci
 x j −¯ xi
 2 ,
where ¯ xi =¯ x(Ci) is the mean of the x j ∈ Ci. There exist a number of algorithms that
monotonically decrease W and converge to a locally optimal partition, but algorithms
that guarantee global solutions are usually overwhelmed by several hundred xi.F o r
this reason, we are content to ﬁnd good (not necessarily optimal) partitions.
3 Implementation description
While the previous sections describe the Iterative Denoising methodology, we note
that there are numerous possible algorithmic implementations. For example, for the
Compute Proximities step, we could choose to implement dissimilarities or
approximatenearestneighboradjacencies;fortheEmbedstepwecouldperformmul-
tidimensional scaling or Laplacian eigenmapping—all such implementations would
be within our methodology, and analysis of these implementation differences will fuel
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Table 1 Text corpus metrics Symbol Description
m·· The total number of words in C
mo· The total number of all words in that document
mow The number of times word w appears in o
m·w The total number of times the word appears in C
future research. We describe our initial implementation of Iterative Denoising in this
section; the following section describes our use of this implementation to analyze a
text corpus.
3.1 Extract summary metrics
Because the ﬁrst component, Extract Summary Metrics, is only performed
once per dataset and is not part of the main Iterative Denoising recursive structure, we
designed the Extract Summary Metrics component as a stand-alone function
that can be run as a separate program or called from the main program. We also made
thisastand-alonefunctionbecausethisistheonlystepthatisdataset-dependent—itis
herethattherawdataisabstractedintoacollectionofsummarymetrics.Asmentioned
previously, in our initial implementation we focused on text documents, and so this
step’s description of the implementation is speciﬁc to abstracting text.
In order to extract summary metrics from the raw dataset, we decomposed the
problemintothreesubsteps.First,wecleaneachdocumentusinganimplementationof
thePorterstemmingalgorithm(Porter1980).Thisalgorithmremovescommonsufﬁxes
from English words and non-word text, and returns a set of word stems or tokens.
For example, the stem for the words connect, connected, connecting, connection,
and connections is connect. Second, we convert the word stems into Ngrams (where
Ngrams can be deﬁned as sequences of word stems) using the count script of the
Ngram Statistics Package (Banerjee and Pedersen 2003). This script inputs raw text
ﬁles, creates a list of the Ngrams in those ﬁles, and outputs the Ngrams with their
frequencies, in descending order by frequency.
Next,usingalargehashstructure,documents×uniqueNgrams(words),weoutput
for each document o:t h ew o r dw, the number of times word w appears in o (mow), the
total number of times the word appears in C (m·w), and the Ngram number. This gives
us a set of metrics  . From these summary metrics we can also determine m··,t h e
total number of words in corpus C, and for each document o ∈ C the total number of
all words in that document mo·. The extracted metrics for processing text documents
are summarized in Table 1.
3.2 Extract features
In this step we use the summary metrics   computed in Extract Summary
Metrics to extract the features of the documents. For our implementation, we
extractedmutualinformationvaluesforeachdocumentanduniquewordinthecorpus.
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Using our previously noted essentials, this mutual information value is computed as:
MIow = log
mow
mo·
m·w
m··
.
Thenumberoffeaturesisthenumberofdistinctwordsinthecorpus;foreachdocument
we compute that number of mutual information values.
3.3 Compute proximities
From our summary features we wish to create a structure that reﬂects object simi-
larities. As described in Sect. 2.2, we do so by constructing an unweighted undi-
rected graph for which vertices correspond to objects and edges connect pairs of
objects whose proximity attains a speciﬁed threshold. One natural way to implement
proximity-thresholdingistouseanearest-neighborsearchalgorithm.InRd,traditional
(exact) nearest neighbor algorithms use either nO(d) space or O(dn) time. However,
due to the curse of dimensionality, exact searches perform little better than sequen-
tial searches as n gets large. Recent work on approximate nearest neighbor algorithms
(Houle2003,HouleandSakuma2005,Aryaetal.1998,Kushilevitzetal.1998,Indyk
and Motwani 1998, Gionis et al. 1999, Clarkson 1999) has attempted to circumvent
the curse of dimensionality by essentially relaxing the exact nearest neighbor search
restriction in return for faster search performance. It is precisely this relaxation that
we exploit to realize our proximity-thresholded graph G .
In our implementation we use the SASH data structure (Houle 2003; Houle and
Sakuma 2005) to perform nearest neighbor searches to ﬁnd the K nearest neighbors
to a particular object. Using SASH, we realize G = sash(X ). However, G may not
be symmetric due to the geometry of the object similarities, and so we add missing
edges to G as G  = symmetrize(G).F r o mG  we create the adjacency matrix A
as noted in Sect. 2.2. Since A is large and sparse, we actually do not store A but use a
sparse representation both for storage and matrix computations, which we will further
detail in the next section.
For n objects, the discussion in Sect. 2.2 conveys the impression that it is necessary
to pre-compute all n(n − 1)/2 proximities. In fact, it is not necessary to compute all
O(n2) proximities in order to ﬁnd approximate nearest neighbors. Because the SASH
datastructureisorganizedasamulti-levelhierarchyofrandomsamples,whereobjects
in a given level are connected only to approximate nearest neighbors drawn from the
level immediately above, not all pairs of proximities are necessarily computed.
3.4 Embed
In order to embed our high-dimensional objects in a low-dimensional space, as dis-
cussed in Sect. 2.3, we want to convert our computed similarities to dissimilarities in
part by computing the d smallest positive eigenvalues of our Laplacian eigenmap L.
One difﬁculty in computing these eigenvalues is that L may be quite large. But L may
also be sparse, and so we utilize the ARPACK library (Lehoucq and Yang 1988) to
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exploit this sparsity in order to address scalability issues. ARPACK is a collection of
Fortran routines that solve large eigenvalue problems by implementing a variant of
the Arnoldi process (Arnoldi 1951) [which in the symmetric case reduces to a variant
of the Lanczos process (Lanczos 1950)]. Because ARPACK does not have a mode
in which it calculates the d smallest positive eigenvalues, we ask for the d  smallest
eigenvalues, then use the d < d  smallest positive eigenvalues and corresponding
eigenvectors to construct an embedding. The discrepancy, d  − d, equals the number
of connected components of the graph G . ARPACK is an iterative method that suc-
cessively computes vectors and asks for matrix–vector products. ARPACK does not
actually store or factor the matrix, L, but rather queries a user-provided function that
computes the product of L with an ARPACK-provided vector.
3.5 Partition
As noted in Sect. 2.4, to measure dissimilarity in Fiedler space by Euclidean distance,
weusek-meansclustering.Inourimplementationweusethek-meansimplementation
of Lloyd’s algorithm in Kanungo et al. (2004). k-means clustering supposes that,
given a set of n ∈ Rd data points and a number of desired centers γ, minimize the
mean-squareddistancefromeachdatapointtoitsnearestcenter.Lloyd’salgorithm,as
implementedinKanungoetal.(2004),observesthattheoptimalplacementofacenter
isatthecentroidofitsassociatedcluster.Forasetofk centersz ∈ Z,Lloyd’salgorithm
iteratively moves every center z to the centroid of the corresponding neighborhood of
data points V(z) until convergence.
3.6 Interact
For visualization and user interaction, we utilize SpaceTree (Grosjean et al. 2002).
Among other changes, we modiﬁed the original code to allow for images to be dis-
played when a user clicks on a particular denoising tree code. Our Interact com-
ponentoutputsanXMLﬁlecontaininginformationonnodecontentsandtreehierarchy
information in the format desired by SpaceTree.
4 Application: Science News corpus
As an example, we used a heterogeneous corpus D ={ D1,...,Dn} of n text docu-
ments from the Science News (SN) website. Table 2 shows the number of documents
in D per class, where |D|=1,047. In addition, we note the symbol scheme used to
identifyclassmembershipinthefollowingﬁgures.Weagainstressthatourframework
is an unsupervised approach, and so the class labels are just for validation; we applied
the previously described implementation of Iterative Denoising to this database to
examine the structures and relationships contained therein.
Each document in the corpus is represented in its own text ﬁle. The result of our
Extract Summary Metrics step was a collection of 1,047 ﬁles, each contai-
ningtheNgramsforthatdocumentandappropriatesummarycounts.Forthisexample,
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Table 2 Science news corpus Class Number of documents Symbol
Anthropology 54 ◦ Open circle
Astronomy 121  Closed diamond
Behavioral Sciences 72  Open square
Earth Sciences 137   Open triangle
Life Sciences 205 ♦Open diamond
Math & CS 60  Closed square
Medicine 280 • Closed circle
Physics 118   Closed triangle
we only used monograms. Once the summary metrics were extracted, we began the
Iterative Denoising recursion by choosing some initial parameter values and invoking
our implementation on the dataset. We used initial parameters of K = 20 nearest
neighbors, γ = 3 partition cells, and d = 4 dimensions for our Fiedler space embed-
ding. Depending on the size of the nodes deeper into the Iterative Denoising tree, we
adjusted K to keep the K/n ratio small.
Figure2showstheresultingIterativeDenoisingtree.Eachnodeintheﬁgureshows
the node index, the K used for that node, counts for each class (in the order given in
Table 2), and the size of the node. Below each node label is a view of that node’s Fied-
ler Space embedding of the documents in that node. There are a total of four levels to
the tree, though for space limitations the entire tree is not shown. In general, Iterative
Denoising trees are not symmetric—iteration occurs if the node is sufﬁciently large
and non-homogeneous. For example, Node 12 is small and relatively pure—this node
contains a large collection of Behavioral Sciences documents that have been extracted
fromamongtheMedicinedocuments,soitmaybesufﬁcientforiterationtostopthere.
However,Node13islargeandmixed,soiterationcanproceedtoanotherlevel.Where
appropriate,someoftheFiedlerSpaceembeddingswillbeshownbelowinamagniﬁed
form for exposition. However, this tree view shows an example of the overall Itera-
tive Denoising framework, where a large collection of non-homogeneous documents,
in Node 1, is iteratively denoised to produce relatively homogeneous collections of
documents in the leaves of the tree, as seen in Node 12. Finally, it should be remembe-
red that iteration proceeds as a function of corpus-dependent feature extraction—new
features and dimension reduction processing are recomputed for subsets of a node
rather than relying on simple hierarchical clustering, as described in Sect. 2 and as
detailed in the following.
In Fig. 2, and throughout, each document is shaded according to its partition, each
document’s location is noted by a symbol appropriate to the class of the document,
and each location is plotted according to the smallest two Fiedler vectors. Note that
partition boundaries are not linear—partitioning occurs in the entirety of the embed-
ding space (in this example, d = 4, though only the ﬁrst two dimensions are plotted).
The resulting geometric relationships immediately reveal a large cluster of Medicine
documents(closedcircles)inthesoutheastportionoftheﬁgure,andaclusterofAstro-
nomydocuments(closeddiamonds)inthesouthwest.Itisnotunreasonabletosuggest
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Fig. 2 An iterative denoising tree on science news corpus
thatAstronomyandMedicinearetwoverydistinctﬁelds,andsoitisinteresting,anda
partial validation of our approach, that Astronomy and Medicine documents are reco-
gnized and realized as separate clusters. Similarly, a collection of Physics documents
(closed triangles) is next to Astronomy, and a collection of Behavioral Sciences (open
squares)documentsisnexttoMedicine.Thoughtheclusterislesswelldeﬁned,onthe
leftafterPhysicsisacollectionofEarthSciences(opentriangles),alongwithacollec-
tionofMath/CS(closedsquares).Similarly,ontherightafterMedicineandBehavioral
Sciences is a collection of Life Sciences (open diamonds) and Anthropology (open
circles). So, though some clusters overlap, from the root node it can be seen that
Iterative Denoising has reasonably clustered the documents by type, and the clus-
ters have been arranged according to an intuitive afﬁnity of document contents—the
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(a) With CDFE (b) Without CDFE
Fig. 3 Node 4
physical sciences on the left (e.g., physics, astronomy, earth sciences, math/CS) and
the human/life sciences on the right (e.g., medicine, life science, behavioral science,
anthropology).
ThestructuralrelationshipsinthedocumentsofNode1arereﬂectedintheresulting
partitionings.Partition1(darkestshade)containsdocumentsattheapexofNode1,and
socontainsalargemixtureofalldocumenttypes,whereasPartition2(mediumshade)
is weighted more with physical sciences documents and Partition 3 (lightest shade) is
weighted with more life sciences documents. Though some clustering by document
type was evident in Node 1, as a result of corpus-dependent feature extraction from
another iteration of Iterative Denoising on each partition, Nodes 2, 3, and 4 exhibit
clearer cluster boundaries. Node 4, for example, contains in particular evident clusters
of Behavioral Sciences, Earth Sciences, and Medicine documents, as shown in Fig. 3.
This node also contains a large collection of Life Sciences documents, though this
collection is difﬁcult to see because they are largely intermixed with the Medicine
documents.
As a speciﬁc example, note that there are two arrows drawn very close together
in Fig. 3a (note: Fig. 3b will be discussed in Sect. 4.2). These arrows point to two
speciﬁc documents that are in very close proximity. Iterative Denoising has placed
one Life Sciences document, “Skin cells reveal they have hairy origins” by J. Travis,
close to a Medicine document titled “New inner ear hair cells grow in rat tissue” by
Nathan Seppa. The ﬁrst document details the work of a research group that believes
that hair follicles are the origins of growing skin cells, while the second document
details another research group trying to grow new inner ear hair cells. These two
documents, by two different authors in two different ﬁelds, both discuss a common
theme of research on cells and hair.
Through another iteration of Iterative Denoising, Node 4 is split into Nodes 11,
12, and 13, as shown in Fig. 2. Node 12, as mentioned previously, contains most of
the Behavioral Sciences documents, Node 11 contains relatively distinct clusters of
Medicine, Earth Sciences, and Life Sciences, and Node 13 contains largely Medicine
and Earth Sciences. Though not shown, the tree-view class labels show two relatively
pure leaves of Medicine documents in Nodes 38 and 39, and a two-class node of
Medicine and Earth Sciences in Node 40.
Node 3, shown in Fig. 4a, shows distinct clusters of Astronomy, Earth Sciences,
Physics, and Math/CS documents, though in this node the Physics and Math/CS
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(a) Node 3. (b) Node 8.
(c) Node 9. (d) Node 10.
Fig. 4 Nodes 3, 8–10 of Fiedler space embedding
clusters are not that distinct. Similar to the recursion for Node 4, Fig. 4b, c, d show the
Level3embeddingsofNode3.Node8showsmainlythetwoclassesofEarthSciences
andAstronomy,Node9showsahomogeneousclassofAstronomydocuments,except
for one Life Sciences document, and Node 10 shows mainly two distinct clusters of
Physics and Math/CS. Again, whereas Physics and Math/CS clusters were overlapped
in Fig. 4, their clusters are largely distinct in Node 10.
4.1 A detailed analysis of clustered documents
While the above illustrates how, on the whole, Iterative Denoising denoises and clus-
ters documents according to rough document types, it can be seen, however, that this
clusteringisnotperfect,asshowninFig.4b.Thetwodominantclasses,Astronomyand
Earth Sciences, contain 33 and 42 documents, respectively. In addition, there are also
two Anthropology, three Physics, one Math/CS, and ﬁve Life Sciences documents in
this cluster. If the goal of Iterative Denoising was only to create homogeneous clusters
of documents in an unsupervised fashion based on assigned document types, then the
addition in particular of at least the life sciences documents would indicate a possible
shortcoming of the approach, considering that this node is dominated by the physical
sciences. However, consideration of the placement of these life sciences documents
in this physical sciences node suggests that Iterative Denoising can cluster by docu-
ment subtype in addition to document type. Table 3 shows a summary of some of
the Life Sciences and Anthropology documents placed in this node. Each document is
followed by its nearest physical sciences neighbor, for comparison. Along with each
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Table 3 Similarities in Node 8 document neighbors
Class Title Representative sentence
Anthropology Primordial Water A meteorite’s salty
tale
Awater-rich,icyprojectile,suchasaco-
met, could have plowed into the new-
born asteroid and spilled some of its
water.
Astronomy Searching for Life in a Martian Me-
teorite A seesaw of results
Jeffrey L. Bada of the Scripps Institu-
tion of Oceanography in La Jolla, Ca-
lif.,sayshe’sallbutconvincedthatcell
walls and other biological artifacts, if
found, come from meltwater that pas-
sed through the meteorite during its
13,000-year sojourn in the Antarctic.
Life Sciences Myriad Monsters Conﬁrmed in Water
Droplets
Within these droplets danced a variety
oflittleanimals,some“soexceedingly
small that millions of millions might
be contained in one drop of water,” he
reports.
Physics Big guns, bench work: How life
could’ve come from above
Couldlife’sbuildingblockshavestowed
away on such space debris and then
survived an impact with Earth?
Life Sciences Bacteria under ice: Some don’t like it
hot
Bacteria with odd lifestyles have come
under increasing scrutiny of late, with
most research focused on the so-
calledthermophilicspecies,whichpre-
fer scalding homes.
Earth Sciences Core Concerns The hidden reaches of
Earth are starting to reveal some of
their secrets
Peering deep into the bowels of the pla-
net,hesawvastcurrentsofmolteniron
alloy swirling at temperatures above
5,000 kelvins, nearly as hot as the sur-
face of the sun.
document class label, we show the title of the document and a representative sentence
from that document. The ﬁrst document, “Primordial Water A meteorite’s salty tale”,
details the analysis of water-containing meteorites found on Earth that might explain
howwateroriginatedonthisplanet.Ifthesemeteoritescontainedwaterthatoriginated
from somewhere off Earth, then this would give weight to the theory that Earth got its
water from bombardment by water-containing meteors. This document’s neighboring
Astronomydocument,“SearchingforLifeinaMartianMeteoriteAseesawofresults”,
also is concerned about the contents of meteorites—especially whether or not a parti-
cular meteor contains fossils of bacteria originating from Mars. The debate is whether
the structures found are bacteria structures, and whether or not the bacteria could have
seeped into the meteor through meltwater once the meteor landed on Earth. So, both
documents deal with the analysis of meteors and the tales they might tell about life on
Earth. Certainly it seems plausible that these two documents be placed together due to
the similarity of their contents. In fact, this Anthropology document could be conside-
red well-placed here, since this document could be a welcome ﬁnd for a researcher or
analyst searching documents relating to the study of meteorites on Earth, who might
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not have otherwise discovered the questionably labeled Anthropology document had
he been looking exclusively in Astronomy or physical sciences documents.
One pair where the relationship is not as evident is the Life Sciences “Bacteria
under ice: Some don’t like it hot”, and the Earth Sciences “Core Concerns The hidden
reaches of Earth are starting to reveal some of their secrets”. The former article des-
cribes how a large portion of bacteriological research focuses on bacteria that thrive
in scalding environments, though research focusing on bacteria that lives in extreme
cold environments is of great interest. The latter article details researchers studying
computer models of the Earth’s (hot) inner core. The relationship seems to be that
both articles detail the study of extreme environments—one of ice and one of molten
iron. A common author may also explain the geometric afﬁnity of these two docu-
ments. We detail one additional document pair. The Life Sciences document “Myriad
Monsters Conﬁrmed in Water Droplets”, written as if it were a Science News article
from the year 1677, describes experiments with viewing tiny creatures inside drops
of water using a new scientiﬁc apparatus called a microscope. Its closest physical
sciences neighbor is a Physics document, “Big guns, bench work: How life could’ve
comefromabove”,thatdescribesexperimentswithtestingwhethermeteorscouldhave
broughtthebuilding-blocksforlifetoEarth.So,bothdocumentsevokethestudyoflife
on the small-scale in small containers—in drops of water and chunks of rock. Each
of the remaining life sciences documents has some similarly reasonable connection to
its closest physical sciences neighbor. From this detailed analysis, Iterative Denoising
can emphasize subtype relationships, such as documents relating to the study of me-
teorites, over global document labels, such as “Astronomy” and “Anthropology”. It is
alsointerestingthatacommonthemeofallthedocumentsinthistableseemstoreﬂect
a common theme of the study of and the search for life in extreme environments. This
featureofIterativeDenoisingsuggeststhatthisdocumentclassiﬁcationapproachmay
have practical beneﬁts for analysts and data miners.
4.2 Illustration by comparison of two key features
Finally, we illustrate two features of the methodology that distinguish it from conven-
tional machine learning approaches. First, we present a speciﬁc example of denoi-
sing (where the projection at the branch node is superior for some purpose to that at
the root) compared to hierarchical clustering. Second, we demonstrate the utility of
corpus-dependentfeatureextractionspeciﬁctotextmining.InIterativeDenoising,the
features (e.g., word-weights) are recomputed on the subset, as opposed to repartitio-
ning the subset based on features computed at the root, and we give an example where
this processing choice affects discovered relationships between documents.
We illustrate the ﬁrst point by considering, for simplicity, a four-class subset of
the original document corpus. Here, the corpus is composed of Astronomy, Physics,
Medicine, and Math/CS documents, for n = 579, with class counts and symbols as in
Table 2. Using initial parameters of K = 10 nearest neighbors, γ = 3 partition cells,
and d = 3 dimensions for our Fiedler space embedding, Fig. 5 shows the Fiedler
embedding for the root node. Partition membership is again noted by shade. Note
that the four classes cluster cleanly, with one partition relatively homogeneous for
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Fig. 5 Four-class science news,
root node
Astronomy, one partition relatively homogeneous for Medicine, and the ﬁnal partition
containing a mix of Physics and Math/CS.
With corpus-dependent feature extraction, Iterative Denoising embeds the mixed
partition as in Fig. 6a after one iteration. Whereas, in the root node, one partition was
mixed Physics and Math/CS, after one iteration of Iterative Denoising that partition
has been denoised into one relatively homogeneous partition containing most of the
Physics documents, one relatively homogeneous partition containing a large portion
of the Math/CS documents, and one mixed partition. Table 4a shows the resulting
confusion matrix.
Contrast this performance with that of hierarchical clustering. Figure 6bs h o w st h e
results of taking the mixed partition in the root node and then performing k-means
clustering.Herethequalityoftheclustersisnotasgoodcomparedtothequalityofthe
leaves using corpus-dependent feature extraction. As can be seen from the resulting
confusion matrix in Table 4b, a comparatively large number of physics documents are
in all three partitions, and the partition containing the most Physics documents also
contains a large number of Math/CS documents. In addition, the partition containing
the largest number of Math/CS documents also contains a large number of Physics
documents. Here, Partition 1 is estimated to be Math and CS, Partition 2 is estimated
to be Physics, and Partition 3 is estimated to be Physics. So, with corpus-dependent
feature extraction, the clusters appear to be more homogeneous by class than without
corpus-dependent feature extraction.
(a) With CDFE. (b) Without CDFE.
Fig. 6 Iterative Denoising versus hierarchical clustering
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Table 4 Physics and Math/CS
confusion matrices
Class Partition
123
(a) With corpus-dependent feature extraction
Astronomy 6 2 0
Physics 81 28 1
Medicine 1 2 0
Math and CS 4 17 34
(b) Without corpus-dependent feature extraction
Astronomy 0 5 3
Physics 11 36 63
Medicine 0 1 2
Math and CS 37 0 18
There are a number of ways that we can quantify some assessment of node quality,
but we choose an intuitively-appealing and commonly used entropy function to assess
node quality. Essentially, the impurity of a node τ is the probability p(y = 1|τ)for
some binary response variable. Here, y = 1 if the predicted class is the true class, 0
otherwise. The impurity of the node is given by (see Berk 2006):
i(τ) =[ −plog(p)]−[ (1 − p)log(1 − p)].
Here, i(τ) = 0 when all the node observations are all the correct class or none are
of the correct class, and i(τ) = 0.6931472 when half the observations are labeled
correctly and half incorrectly (i.e., the worst case). The “goodness” of a partitioning
by a particular classiﬁer g is then given by the difference between the impurity of the
parent node and the probability-weighted impurity scores of the m partitions:
 I(g,τ)= i(τ) −
m 
j=1
p(τj)i(τj).
With  I(g,τ), larger values mean better (more homogeneous) partitioning.
If n j1 are the number of observations in partition j that have been classiﬁed
incorrectly, n j2 are the number of observations in partition j that have been classiﬁed
correctly, n j· are the number of observations in partition j, and n·· are the number of
observations in the parent node, then we can estimate  I(g,τ)as:
ˆ i(j) =− (n j1/n j·)log(n j1/n j·) − (n j2/n j·)log(n j2/n j·), and
  I(g,τ)= ˆ i(τ) −
m 
j=1
(n j·/n··)ˆ i(j).
Using these measures of node quality, for the partitioning with corpus-dependent fea-
ture extraction, summarized in Table 4a,   I(cdfe,τ)= 0.254, while the partitioning
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goodness without corpus-dependent feature extraction, summarized in Table 4b,
  I(no cdfe,τ) = 0.133. So, between the two approaches, subjectively and quan-
titatively, in this example corpus-dependent feature extraction has produced leaves of
better quality than hierarchical clustering.
We illustrate the second point, the utility of corpus-dependent feature extraction
to text mining, by returning to Node 4 of the original document corpus, shown in
Fig. 3a. In this node, which was produced by an iteration of Iterative Denoising on
Partition 3 of the root node, a relationship was noted between two similar documents
from two different classes and written by two different authors that were placed in
close proximity in the Fiedler space embedding. By recomputing the features for a
subset of documents, corpus-dependent feature selection has an effect of ‘tuning’ the
features for that subset by only considering the documents in that subset. A common
alternative is to reuse the features that were computed at the root node based on all the
documents in the root. One beneﬁt of having word-weights for a node be computed
based on only the documents in that node is that relationships may be found that are
obscured when using global-computed word-weights.
As an example, Fig. 3b shows the resulting geometric relationships when global
word-weightsareusedinsteadofword-weightscomputedbasedononlythedocuments
in a subset. While much of the global document type clusters are similar to those seen
in Fig. 3a, note the geometric distance between the two similar documents that were
found in close proximity when using corpus-dependent feature extraction. Here, it
might be difﬁcult for an analyst to ﬁnd these similar documents, whereas before their
close proximity suggested they might have some relationship. In Fig. 3b, the nearest
neighbor to the Life Sciences document “Skin cells reveal they have hairy origins” by
J. Travis is the Medicine document “The Y copies another chromosome’s gene”, also
byJ.Travis.Theonlyrelationshipbetweenthesetwodocuments appearstobejustthe
author. So, in this case using global word-weights obscured the topic area relationship
between two documents that might have been of interest to an analyst, a relationship
that was discovered by Iterative Denoising using corpus-dependent feature extraction.
5 Conclusions
Though further analysis is warranted, we have detailed our Iterative Denoising frame-
work and have demonstrated its performance on a heterogeneous document corpus.
In our analysis of a real-world dataset, we illustrated the usefulness of our metho-
dology for allowing an analyst to discover potentially meaningful relationships in
high-dimensional data. These results suggest that Iterative Denoising can assist the
user in the discovery of relationships of interest between documents. For example, the
user may have a known document that he/she wishes to place in context with other
unknown documents, and so visually comparing the proximity of the known docu-
ment with the unknown documents may provide useful information. Also, the user
may wish to uncover common themes within a large corpus, and so the user would
explore the different identiﬁed clusters to ﬁnd broad categories or ideas shared among
the documents. Thus, the adjudication of these tasks can be effectively and practically
aided by Iterative Denoising.
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